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ABSTI~CT 
We survey related nominmzt~ty criter~ for nu~ces whtc~ ~nvo|ve combinatorial 
cons~demUons, genendly involving combtnaterid res~ct~ on ~ me~c~ consk!- 
ered Lnd ~n_djti_'ons on varicm grapl~ of_ thcee nm~ces. ~uese criteria ~n~ the 
existence o~ uo~ ~ _-- ~ ~-~- ~-- 
g. l~ty  (due to J. Maybee), potentt~ non~gule~ty, and ~b]e  aonstngu~ty (due to 
W. Anclenon), all lot red ~. ,~;  ---~ - - - -  • ~ ~ ~t  work for nmtrk~ over 
fields involving a ekmue ot~m~tor on matrices (due to the author and D. H~owi tz ) .  
!o INTBODUCTION; ELEMENTABY NONSING~ CBrl~BIA 
FOR-  - "  "~' -~'-" 
In t_hL~, survey pa~r  we survey nons in~ty  criteria for matrices over 
ar~i~ fie!~ w~ch depend only on the loc~fion of the nonzero entr~e~ of
the matrix, and nons in~ty  criteria for real nm~ces w~c~ depend only on 
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we co_nader is in ~ner~ related to one of ~e  several graph~ w~z~h may be 
assoe~ted with ~ ma~.  in f~t ,  one o~ our goals is to identify and =e th~ 
~e~nt  graphs,' a~ ~~a~e~ w-R~ a single ma~x. We c~ndude ~th one 
~w~t which violates the above restrictions--but uses one of the grap'm of a 
matr~ to reduce the ca]cv~tiom necessary to determine nonsingu~ity. 
We ~ ~ some nonsinff'd~-~ criteria for ma~"~ces over arbiUary 
fields. For a matrix A =(a0)~ F ~'~, the d/agonal product d~en-rdned by 
the permutation ~ ~ $~ is 
whre ~(~) = ± 1, t~e usual sign of x. 
ff A has no nonzero d~gonal pr~uct, it is dearly singular. A hmd~men- 
result [q d~ussing the existen¢~ of nonzero diagonal products is 
T~moBF~ 1(Frobenius and goenig [11]). For arbitrar~ F, and A ~ F"' n 
every d~agonal ~odua of  A is zero ~ff A has an s × t zero subma~x with 
s + ~t---- n +1. 
In the other criteria we give in this section, F = GF($) is the only 
exceptional case. For F ffi GF(2), sums of k nonzero e|ements (in this case, 
sums of k ones) are 0 if k ~ even and i if k is odd. For F ~ GF(2), for each 
k >i 2, there exists a sum of k nonzero elements which is zero (and a sum of k 
nonzero e]ernents which is nonzero). 
We shall di~-~c~ criteria on A under which (i) some B ~ P(A) is nons in~,  
and an B P(A.) are non n  . F ffi CF(2),  (a)ffi { A }, 
A is nons in~ iff it has an odd number of nov_ze~ diagonal products. 
For the rem~r~der o~ ~ section we shall assume F ~ CF(2). For ~ese 
fields, we win ~ve crRe~ for (i) and (~) above -~ tea-ms of diagon~ prc~uct~o 
P~oPosmo~ 1. ~ose . .  F ~. GF(2). f",.~,~-T~ ..... A ~ F ~''~, t.h~.e .e~..'_~t~ a 
P~'OOfo - -  I . . . .  If A ~ no nonzero ~agon~ vr~ct, ~n c~e~-~y" " ~:'- ~" =~ ~-~ ) 
are sin~dar. 
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The proof d the convene is by induction on n. Suppose A has order n, 
n > 1, and that A has at least one nonzero diagonal product, without loss of 
-,~,..,.~;h, , _,, . . . . .  Consider 
u~A--an detA[2...n] + A(A). 
Now A[9.... n] has at least one nonzero ~gona l  product, so by induction 
there a non ng J  n] e n]). 
We have 
a12 • . .  aln [ 
" 
an1 - / 
A/  det B = x det B [9.... n ] + at B),  
where det B[9.... n] and A(K) g~ mu~o-e~ ~,.~ g. ~ A(B)=O,  then any 
nonzero x will yidd a nonsingu~ B. If ~ n x .~ , ~ O, then any nonzero x for 
which x ~ - (det  B[2...n])-~A(B) will ~eid a non~_n~j~r K _As F ~ GF(~): 
such an x must exist. 
P~ovosrrm~ 2. Suppose F ~ GF(2). Given A ~ F" '" ,  all B ~ P(A) a~e 
non..~ng~r ~'_,, ,~" ~ exactl~ one ~ d ~ l  product. 
P~of. H A has exactly one nonzero diagonal product, then e legy  
B ~ P(A) are nonsing-~. 
c~mpm~e the proof by proving that if A ~ more than one nonzero 
~gona l  product, then there e~cs  a sh~guhr ~3 ~ P(A). The proof is by 
,-_..a-..cu~.~_ un it. For n = 2, the result is easy. Co-~iO.er an A of o~er  n w~_~ 
more than one nonzero diagonal producer. For e~ch ~ = ], . . . ,  n, 
j= l  
Suppo~ there e~ a row i in which only one end-j, ~y  G~k, ~ no~vro. 
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A by rephc/ng A[~,~] with BIkini: 
detB-  E (-" 1) '+ ~b~detB[~q]] - ( -  1)'+ta,tdet B[i']t] --0. 
On the other hand, suppose that each row of A contains at least wo nonzero 
entries. As F ~ GF(2), we may replace the nonzero entries a~i by nonzero b~ 
so that the sum of the entries in each rowof the new matrix B is zero, an~ 
we have a s in~ B ~ ~.. tt ,. 
An efficient recursive procedure to determine ff A hgs exactly one 
nonzero diagonal product was suggested to the author by B_k,h~_ard Brualdi: 
find a row with exactly one nonzero entry (ff none exists, stop), delete from 
A the row and colmnn of that nonzero entry, and ,,~pp]y the p~t!~ to t~h~ 
matrix remaining. 'lL~e _m~__trix A has exactly one nonzero ~gonal  pro~wt iff 
this procedure ven~mdly deletes all ~ and columns. 
We bring graphs into the discussion first with be notion d a complete 
matching. Let G be an undirected graph (po~bly .~.~th loops) with vertex set 
V and edge set E. A matdang M in G is a set of ~se  dt_cjoint edge, and 
IR  
zw ~ said to cover the vertices incident upon its edges. The matching ~" "- Ll'l lt~ 
co, np/ae if all vertices of ra re  covered by M. 
Now given A ~ F n'n, let Ga(A) ~ the undirected bipartite graph with 
vertex set i---i, i=2,o.., i -n ,  j~-i, j -2,. . . ,  j=n and an edge 
l.~tween ~ and j ~ a~,  0. Clearly any nonzero diagonal product corre- 
bl~onds precisely to a ~mplete matching of G n(A), a~d we codd r_~ta~ te 
P rop~ons  1 and 2 m terms of complete matehings of C s(A). 
We now proceed to nonsingn!a~ty criteria for real matrices. 
~. L-,,IAT~CEr~ ($1GN-NON$INGULABITY) 
For A ~_ R m' n, let 
w . . . . . . .  ~~elms A b th~.ur'~ ~1,  1,0 ma~ ~dxinit, 
We de~..~e A ~ R m-'a to be an ~~x (or say tkat it is ag~ngu/ar )  ff 
every B ~ Q(A) is nonstop .  
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~L~ 1. Let a, b,..., g be po~tive nmn~ers, and define 
0 a -b )  
c d e 
f o -g  
Then det A ~- acg + aef + bdf > 0 for any choice of pmi~ve a, b,..., g. Note 
that while A is s~gn-noa~ngular, notevery B ~ P(A) is no.~ngn]~. 
L-watr~s are in~mace]y " . . . .  ,.._J ..~,t . • .. mv~v~ ~ the ~e~on of ~gn-~iv~ity.  
For A e~R ~." and a~R ~, the pair (A,a) is ~ l t~ le  ~ for 
B ~ ~A)  and each b ~ ~a)  the system Bx = b is solvable and all s~ch 
~a~om x share a common ~) .  
Sign-solvability was first discussed by the economists S~mue~n [1~] and 
Lancaster [19] and has ~-~ ~ studie~ by n~en~ti¢~am as we]] as 
[0], Mal~ber [10], . . . . .  and L~_, I~ner_, and Manber [7]. Recent .... w~"l" 
involved ~~g fast a~gorithn~ for recognizing sign-solvab~ty and finding 
efficient p ~  for generating (representatives of) all sign solvable 
systems. For an overview of these questions ~ K~ee [5]. 
1968, Bassett, Maybee, and Quirk [2] gave a ~er~t ion  of 
L-matrices. Before presenting their result, we first discuss direct~ graphs 
and eycle products of matrices. Given A ~ R ~*,", let D(A) be the ~cted  
graph (possibly with loops) with vertex set V = (n)  - { 1, 2,..., n } an~ edge 
set 
{( " } 
A cycle in D(A) is a sequence of edges (~z, i2),.-.,(ik-~,ik),(i~,i~), 
k >t 2, ~th  i~,..., ik distinct. A cycle produc~ • in A ~ the form 
whether it corresponds to a cycle or not. 
It is n ~ ~  for A to be an L-raatr~ that it bare a voe~ero ~on~ 
p~ct .  ~ ,  A is an L -~~ ~ any n~ obtained from A by pvrmu~g 
rows and mu]tip|ying rows by non . to  con~;  is an L -ma~.  Thus we may 
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3 
FI¢. 1. 
i.e., the "principal diagonal product" is nonzero and a]] its entries are 
negative. If also all cyde products are nonposi~ive, then all diagonal produc~s 
are nonposi~ve, and we have an L~e~.  This is one ~~on of the result 
TnEo~ ~. .Suppose A ~ ~"'" with all a~ < O. Then A is an l.,.ma~ 
~ff A has no pos~ cycle ~r~~.  
~LE I (cont~ued). If we intew.hange rows 1 and 2, an~ ~en 
multiply rows 1 and 2 by - ~ w~ ~~ ~---~,- ~ .,~, ~,._,_ ~~ 
[ - c  -d  -e~ 
f 0 -g  
~_th ~graph D(C) ~ven by Figure l, and nonzero cycle products 
c~ca]  = - bd f  < O, c~3c3~ = - e f  < O. 
3. t~)TENTIAL NONSINGD~.AR]TY AND C&MF~ 1~ MATC~NGS 
In the pre~ious ~on we discussed when, for A ~ R"'", aU matrices 
B ~ ~A)  are non~n~u~r. Now we shall ~c~s  instead whei~ A is yJo~n- 
~t ly  v~n,~'t~gu/ar, i-e., when some matr~ B c-Q(A) i~ nonsingu~. The 
nec~~ eon~on for ~ nonsingu]~/which we ~cuss~ m Section o 
that A has a nonzvro diagonal product [or, that- some B ~ P(A) is nonsingu- 
]ar], is m fact a n~~3r  and ~c ient  condition for potent~ nonsm~-  
i~. To ~ the s~f~ncy~ we can d~_ne a nonsing~L~r ]3~ Q(A) by 
choo~g the en~es of B c~rrespon~g to one ~e~ diagonal pr~uc~ to be 
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:i: 1, and eh~ag the other entries to be either zero or close to ~ro, 
depending on whether the corresponding entry of A is zero or non_zero. 
"~v~ ~ n~~g " graph 
associated w~th a n~.triz. Given A '~ R"'" ,  let G ^  (A) be the undirected 
graph (possibly with loops) with vertex set V ffi (n)  and edge set 
~. ~_m 
I~OX~SX'nON 3. L~ A ffi n ..... . I f  there exists a comp~ matching ~n 
G ^ (A), ~,~-~r~ A is po~~,y  no~ngu~. If A is potentially nonsingul~r 
and there is no k-~gcle in D( A ) ~ an~ ~ >t 3, then there ~ a complete 
matching in G ^ ( A ). 
Proof. Sup i~ M is a complete m~c'~,~g ~ G ^  (A). For simplicity of 
~otation, ~ne M e~i .~ d edg~ { i ,~}, . . . ,{~-  I,~/} and l~  {~ + 
1,21 + 1},...,  { n, n}. Then 
a1~21 " " " ~2| -  1,21~21,21 - la21+ 1,~+ ! • • • a nn  
is a nonzero ~agon~ product of A, and A is potentially nonsingul~. 
Let A ~ a pot~t i~y nons in~ matr~ with no ;c~cle ~ ~A)  f~ 
any k >I 3. Then G^ (A) has a complete matching--obtainable horn any 
nonzero di~on~ produet by using the disjoint cycles in D(A) (necmsarfly d 
length 2) which make up the ~ted  permutation ~ and |r~_=l~_ co~pond-  
ing to the indices fixed by ~. 
The converse proved above is not tnJe .without the asmmption on 
k-cycles; consider 
A ~ 1 0 i • 
i i  i 0 
Ret~uming to s ign-nons in~~,  K]ee and van den ]3~essche [8] have 
observ~i ~a~ if 
(9.) aH cyclic products corresponding to cycles in ~A)  of |enoch 2 are 
nonlx~siUve, 
~o~ -an ~yc]ic produc~ esvon~g ~- "'~" t. cycles in D(A) of ]eng~ greater 
2 are ze~, 
then A is signonox~in~ ifi ~ere e~ a complete matching cf G ^ (A). 
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4. STABL~ NONSD~GULABIT~ 
this section we ~ another concept which is closely related to 
non_q~ if for every e > 0 there exists a matrix B ~ R"'" for which 
G ^ (~)=G  ^(A), ~ is nom~ngu~, and 
The 2 × 2 ma~ of all ones is ~n~ o but stably nonsingehr. 
We also define A ~ ~"," to be ¢omb~~~ s~nnnet~ if 
ao=0 iff a#ffi0 ~ora~ ~,] = 1 , . . . ,~ .  
L For ~m~ A,~eS" . " ,  Q(~)= Q(A) ~,~ that G ^ (~)= 
G ^ (A). Le~ rA-- '~" ~0[attl. I f  lib - All < ~A, G ^ (B) -- ~ ~. ¢A~. and B 
~,~~.  
~? ~e ~ statem_~t ~ ~bvmm. Sup vose lib - All < e~, G ^ (B) ffi 
G ^ (A), and B is combinator~y s nunetfic. If a 0 ~ 0 and [a ,s -b , [  < e A 
~[ao~, then bo~0 and sgnb~ffisgn~,r If ao -a~f f i0  , then {i ; j}~ 
• ;(G ^  (A)) - E(G ^  (B)), so ~t"  b~ = 0 or b# ffi 0. As B is .~mbinatorially 
symme_~c, b,~ = b# ffi 0. FinaUy, i~ a~ ~ 0 and a~ ffi 0, we would have 
{ ~, ~ } ~ F~(G ^  (A)). On the other han~, a 0 ~ 0 implies that b,j ~ 0, and 
thin b~ ~ 0, as "B is combinatoriaIly ~et r ie .  Now { i, ] } ~ E(G ^  (B)) ffi 
E(G ^  ~A)), a contradiction. Thin A must also be combinatorially s nnnetric. 
[] 
]~oposrnoN 4. Git~n A E B".". !f  A is po~,tially nonsqngu!ar, t~ A 
~s ,a~!~ non~ngula~. I f  A is comb~na~U~ swnm~r~c and stabl~ mms~n- 
~u~ur, then A ~ ~ ~ ~  non~ngu~r. 
Proof. Suppose A is potenHA|l._.~y nonsinguhr but singular. There exists a 
matrix C ~ R"'", C~ .~, with Q(C)ffi Q(A)and C non~mguhr. Let B(t)= 
O- t )A  + tC ~A p(t)-de~ B(t), 0~< t ~ 1. Now p(t) is a ~|ynon~ of 
degree ~ n and p(1) ~ det C ~ 0o Thin p(~) ~ 0, and ~(t) - 0 for a finite 
n~ber  ~ ¢. Fcr ~ery  e > 0 there e~cs a t ~ or which l iB(e)- All < e ~d 
~t)  = det~t )~ 0~ i.eo, B(~.) ~ no~~.  As ~(c)  = Q(A) and b.~j(t) = 
" "-~,. . . ,~, we have Q(B(t)) =Q(A) a~d C ^(B(t))= 
G ^  (A). A is ~]y  noa.~ia~hr. 
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Conversely, _~p~ A is comb~atofially s mmetric and stably nonsmgu- 
~=~ro _~_ere xits a ~-  ~"'" for w~ch [!O-A!!<e_,,, G ^(B~fG.~(A),  and 
B ~ n~asin~ala~. By the ]emma, Q(B) = Q(A) and A is potentia~y nonsingu- 
Jar. ~_ 
We note that the converse does not hold ff A is not cornbinator~dly 
sy~.._me_~e: con_sider 
o o o 
0 0 O! ~, 0 0 
A is stably nomingular but not potency  non~gular. 
~e  notion of stable nonangul~ty arose in a more specialized context 
r~ ~,~t S¢' be _the set of matrices A ~= ~."  ,_,_L • , . , ---  wmcn are s~ew-p~gona] ,  i.e., I k~&'  
A ~ ~  
a# = - a~,  ~, ] ffi 1,. . . ,  n, ,~r ~ ~. 
Matrices in o~' are combinatori~y s mmetric. We will say that A ~ S~' is 
o~'~/~ nons/ngu/ar ff for every e > 0 there exists a rnatr~ O ~ Y' for 
whi~ G ^ (B)ffiG ^ (A), B is nonsingdar, and l iB-  All <~. Note that an 
A ~ 3~' can be stably nonsingu]ar without being ~-stably nonsingu~; an 
example is 
A ~____ (o ii) -1  0 • 
I - i  
In work arising from a problem in the Vo|terra-Lotka ~t ions  in m~em__a~- 
S~'-st~bie nonsmgularity u~ng ,=ore- ca] biology, Anderson [1] ~=raete~ -"  
p|ete matchings. 
" -  " (Anderson). Git~n A ~-~- Yh,m A ~ .~'~_~_!y .non~ngular i .  = ' l f f .~t t~.dM O . . . . . . . . . . . .  
i f f  G ^ ( A ) con~i1-~ a con-,ple~ mashing. 
5. CLOSED SETS IN GRAPHS 
.We £na~ discuss notion ~ c|osed sets of ve~c~s in ~aphs which win] be 
~~ ~n the nons in~ty  criteria which ~ be discussed in later seetions. 
This notion is due t~ ~e,'m~ a~d H~rshkowitz {3]. 
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Let C be an ~d i~t~i  graph (possibly with loops) with V = (n).  
Ve~ic~s ~, j ~ V are ~ ff { i, j } ~ E. The ~t of neighbors of i ~ V 
(possibly inducing i itsei~ )is N(i). A c~c[e in G is a sequence of edges 
.. _ ' ", ~'  ' " ~ >_. 3, w i th  i v i~,. . .  ~ distinct. G is acyc/~c { i~, i~},. , (~_  :, ~ ~,  ~o ~ ~, 
if it has ~o ~ydes. We define ~phs ,  (eonnoeted) eomponenU, etc., as 
~.  
A ~abset L of V is c~osed ~f 
for every i ~ V. 
As V c fi(C), ~d  Q(G) is closed ~&r  ~ta.~g mt~om,  for each 
L ~ V we may ~4~ ;2_~ eno]L'~m~ L as the ~ dosed set containing L. 
I 4 
\ ! 
2% 
6 5 
we see ~t  v ~ not do . i ,  as ZV(i)ffi N(e)ffi {~} and N(4)ffi ~'(5)-  (3}. 
For Lffi{2,3}, we have N( i ) \L f f iO for i=~5.6 .  N(9.)\| 
. .  ~ = , , " _ . ,o} ,  
N(3) \ L = {4,5}, am] ~ffi L ffi {2,3}. /n fact the c]oa~ sets in G am 
i m 
(~ ' J  , ~ ~- - ,  " ,v  t -  
4 3 
Here there is o~y one dos~ se~: ~'= (4). 
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EXAMPLE 4o 
n- I  n 
i m 
If n is even, 1~ ffi (n ) .  If n is odd, ~ = {2,4,. . . ,  n - I }, and any d~ ~t  
containing an odd ~n~eger must be (n ) .  
~L~Z 5. 
O 
The closed se~ are ~ ~ {S, ~ } and (4). 
6. ANOTtt l~ UNDI I~~ GRAPH OF A MATRIX; 
ACYCUC MATR~CF_~ 
For A e F n'n let G v(A)  be the undirected graph wRh V ffi (n) and 
-The matr~ A is acyc/~c if G v (A) is an acychc graph. For M _c: (n )  and 
i e M~ (~)u :s the component o~ G v (A[ M]) containing ~. It is east to prove 
the f,~__~_~n_ng __result. 
LE~ 2. I f  A e F"'" ~ irn~d~ble, and ac~d~, then it m~t  be 
c~~.~:~y s~mm~c. 
@ A NON$1NGU~~ C ~ ~  FOR I~DUC~LE ACYCUC 
MANPjC~ ~~ ~.Rn r~wAr.oNAL 
In th~ ~v io~ we w~ show that (ff F ~ ~2Jp  . _ .~ ,~bL  acyc~c 
~_~trices with zero ~o~_~ ~e nonsh~d~r ~ the only c ]o~ set in G ,~ {A} 
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is ~- - (n ) .  The na~ pmced.:~vze ~or deter~a~ng ~ gives us an _effective 
procedure in this c~ for _de_tem~g nonsingu/~Jty. We must note that the 
y ,g 
dosed se~ of G v ~ ~=) ~ "~-~'~ e~,e |y  by TM ~`; • -.=,. Thus, by ~,.. ~^~ 
~, we need only d~,termme if A has exactly one no=,zero d~gonai product, 
We w~l however p.~ to the result mentioned above, which p;~vides a
,L..a ~ with some eas~" p~- ~a~t ~=u ~ep to~---~ the f~aal see~on. We i . . .  
l im~n~ r,~su!ts.. For proofs of what follows see Carlson and Hershkowitz [-~]. 
For x ¢ F", let 
_~=~";_ ~fA~ =o, then ~(~)~g(~ ~(A)). ~ ,  ~f f~(c~(A))- {(n>}, 
~th s__tat_ements fail for matrices which are not c~mbir~io.qally ~-~met- 
r~c. For 
O 1 0 0 i A= 0 0 1 0 
1 0 0 -1 '  
Io o o 
X- -  
1 i 0 
01 ~ .= 
l /  
Ax = 0, yet ~a(x) = {$, 3} ~ .~(G v (A)) = { (4> }. (This matrix A is even 
,:rredue,3-1= 
l~o~osrnoN 6. Let G be a graph with V = (n), and suppose ~ ~ f~(G). 
~_~ose F ~ GF(2). _..'/hen there ex~.s a c-om.b!~~!!y -wm-~,~.~.z ..'~-,-~--. 
A~F'" ,"  .,~_ wh~,h Gv(A)=G and Ax=O for x the, (0,I) ~ -;n F" 
PRoposrnoN 7 ,~term~ and HershkowJtz [3]). Suppose A, B ~ F"'", 
!.~e.ducib~ and acidic, u~¢h zero d~~& and with 6.; v (A)  = C v (B). 
Then there ex~ non~ngu~r diagonal ~a~ice~ X, Y ~_ F"'" ~ which B = 
XAY. 
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T~o~ 4. ~ F ~ GF(2). Let A ~ F "0" be an ~uc%ie ,  acyci~c 
nm~z u~h zero a '~.  For ~ ~ ~ fi(G v (A)), there ~ an x ~ F" 
f i~ which Ax  ffi 0 and ~o( x ) ffi ~o. 
= {(.)}. 
z= ( . ) .  
We illustrate oar ~or~m with ~wo obvious ~ eases and an e~amp!e. 
Coso~Y 1. An n × n ~ned~b~ t rM~,mal  ma~ with z~ro d~,o -  
hal ~s nons~ngu~ ff n is even. 
Cosom~v ~. For n :~ 3, an ~nvducib~ n X n nm~z "'" 
. . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  - wun ~ d~,ona l  
whose gash is a star is singular. 
N~rr~ A star graoh has the fo~ 
I 
@ ®@O@ 
m 
For ~aeh a _~raph G, ~ = { n ), not (n).  An example d such a matrix A for 
0 0 . - .  0 ~ 
a 0 n 
0 0 -: .  0 1 " 
1 1 .- -  1 0 
For n = 4, the star graph and th~s matrix A provide co~ere~p|e~ ~o 
respectively Proposition 0and the first s~tement o~ T~rem ~ for F ffi GF($). 
8. A NONSINGULARITY CRITERION FOR CENEP~ 
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t L -  Q ! 
J 
No 
K = <n>~, | 
t J 
IM:(i~K. ao, A[,,i~ ],o.~ ! 
w~ 
_ ¢P(A) = L .... 
~° ~ 
FiG.  ~ o 
Given A ~ F",", we define a closed set ~(A) by the procedure shown in 
Figure 2. We have 0 ~ 9 if N(i) = { j } for some i ~ ]. Asmm~ G v (A) 
c~_n__neetedo If 0 ffi 0~ then K ffi (n )  and 
V(A)-M= { <">' ~, detA ~0, 
det A =0. 
n 
0 ~ 0 ,  we do not have to calcuhte det A. 
i O 1 0 0 A--  I 0 1 1 
e 1 1 i ]  
B ~  
(0100) (0100 
1 O 1 2 C-- 1 0 1 1 
0 1 1 1 '  0 1 2 1 '  
0 1 1 1 O 1 1 1] 
Gv(A)=Gv(B)--Gv(C),  
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3 
J~  
u 
~={s) ,  
d~z s[3,~] = o, ~(=)--~= {s}. 
(We will differentiate between matrices A and B below.) 
d~C[~,~] =i, 
"~ . . . . . . . . . . .  im~duc/b/e a,~ ~"~ with 
~o ~'~,  then ~(A)=~. 
Tmzomz~ 5. Given arb@ra~ A e ~ " "  " " - - "  "" 
~sr. 
PsoPosrmoN 9. Civen A e F ~,", ~d~d~~y s1~z~'H¢. ~
A ~ ~,~~ iff~(A) ~ <.>. 
%VO note ~urst ~ Theorem 5, in contrast to Theorem 4, holds_ for my 
field F " -'--"-- GF(9,). We note that if ~-~ then the most indusive mCi~ , 
pure|y graph-theoretic criterion under wb/ch ~(A) = ~ 
m <~>\~-{i} 
m 
for eve~ ie  <n>\  ~,. 
oAi~, v(A) need not equal ~(x) for any x for which A~ - 0. in th~ case, for 
some B e F" ' "  we have G v (A )  = G v (B) ,  - " '~"  - "  ~ ~ 
56 DA~ r, • n~ er~ 
A is singv.~ .with null vector x --- (0,0, I, !)r; ~o,~,~.~ ¢~, ~ • 
w~th nu]] vector ~ =- ( - 1, 0, - I, I)r; ~(~) = ~(9). FLn~y, 
and C B 
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